Abstract-
INTRODUCTION
Multi-wavelength fiber lasers are one of the attracted considerable interest solutions to support dense wavelength division multiplexed systems, optical sensing, instrument testing, optical signal processing in optical communications [1] [2] [3] [4] . There are several methods for generation of multi channel fiber lasers based on nonlinear stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) such as Brillouin fiber laser (BFL) [3, 5, 6] , Erbium doped fiber laser [4, 7] , Brillouin-Erbium fiber laser (BEFL) and Brillouin Raman fiber laser (BRFL) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
. When a narrow bandwidth Brillouin gain combines with a broad bandwidth Raman gain several hundred Brillouin Stokes lines based on interaction effect of Raman amplification, Brillouin shift and Rayleigh scattering in a single-pass or double pass configuration can be generated.
In the previous laser structure based on linear cavity [8, 13, 14] , the signal travels bidirectionally in the amplifying fiber due to Fabry-Perot cavity with efficient feedback mechanism to produce Brillouin Stokes lines which is assisted by Rayleigh scattering. Since, the stability, line spacing, OSNR and output power of the multi-wavelength lasing lines were not satisfactory [8, 14] . Therefore, we propose a simple linear cavity to improve stability, line spacing between Stokes channels, OSNR and output power by using single pass structure.
In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate a single pass and double-pass multichannel BRFL in a linear cavity, employing a dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) as again medium. The OSNR, stability, number of Stokes, line spacing is improved in single pass than double pass configuration as reported in [11, 13] II.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PRINCIPLE
The configurations setup of the multi-wavelength BRFL based on (a) double pass and (b) single pass architecture in a linear cavity are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
In this experiment, linear cavity single pass multi wavelength laser source composed of a tunable laser source (TLS) as a Brillouin pump with tuning wavelength range with a 3-dB line width. Optical isolator was used to ensure the unidirectional oscillation of the optical laser to improve the OSNR and decrease double Rayleigh scattering [15] . The Raman amplification is obtained from DCF, pumped in a forward-scheme with respect to the direction of BP signal to generate stronger stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) effects in the DCF. The 11 km DCF has characteristics of total insertion loss of 7 dB, nonlinear coefficient is 7.3 (Wkm) -1 and the effective area 20 μm 2 . The Brillouin pump signal is amplified by the distributed Raman amplification. The amplified signal is employed as the BP and injected into the DCF. The signal is pumped by 1455 nm Raman pump (RPU) via 1480/1550 nm wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) to provide Brillouin pump (BP) power amplification. The generated Brillouin Stokes lines are taken from OSA.
The double-pass configuration is recognized using a fiber loop mirror constructed by looping back the second optical circulator (OC2). The generated Brillouin Stokes lines are taken from port-3 of the first circulator (OC1). An optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with 0.02 nm resolution is used to perform all the measurements. To investigate the effect of double-pass and single pass configuration on distributed Raman amplification on the proposed BRFL configurations, we record the output spectrum at OSA for both configurations at Raman pump power (RPP) of 1000 mW as shown in Fig. 2 . The results illustrate that the output power of double pass is approximately 9 dB more than single pass, due to conversion pump energy into scattered light in this structure. The residual pump power propagates back due to the loop mirror (OC2), and acts as a new RPU to passing through DCF. Double pass multi-wavelength BRFL principle is based on the interaction between Brillouin and Rayleigh scattering that results from distributed Raman gain leads to the transmitted BP signal power grows very fast [14] . The transmitted BP signal and Rayleigh of first Stoke works as a new BP source for the successive Brillouin Stokes generation. In double-pass structure, the SBS threshold is also reduced that translates to higher efficiency of Stokes lines generation as reported in [16] .
In double pass structure, reflected residual BP signal is amplified. Therefore, the odd-order (Rayleigh of first Stokes in single pass) reaches the saturation level which is almost equal to the saturated even-order SBS lines As a result, the difference between the odd and even order lines is significantly decreased [13] . Total of 36 Stokes with 0.08 nm line spacing, 20 dB OSNR and as an average 4 dB output power was obtained in double pass configuration.
In single pass configuration, lower power signal is represented by the Rayleigh back-scattering (RBS) component of the SBS. These lines are known as the oddorder BS line. Moreover, it capable to generate stable flat amplitude with high OSNR (25 dB), wider bandwidth compared with double pass configuration due to sufficient amplification and low double Rayleigh scattering .
In the single-pass BRFL, presence of isolator leads to prevent DRS and generation of double space multichannel with flat amplitude and high OSNR. In all experiments the Raman pump power and BP signal are fixed at 1000 mW and 8dBm respectively. Under this condition, the singlepass BRFL generates flat output spectrum within ±0.7 dB power variation as depicted in Fig. 2 . In double pass structure, the reduction of OSNR and single line spacing is due to the effect of DRS noise and sufficient power threshold for Rayleigh scattering to acts as new BP signal respectively. Figure 3 shows the growth of the generated output channels at BP power of 8 dBm and different Raman pump power. It can be seen that the number of Stokes (NS) increased with increasing the Raman pump power. When the RPU was increased from 500 to 1000 mW, the number of output channels also increases from 13 to 36. Figure 3 . The output spectrum of the multi_wavelength BRFL at BP power of 8 dBm and selected RPP of 400, 500, 600, 700, 800 ,900, and1000 mW respectively IV.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have compared single pass and double pass multichannel BRFL in a linear cavity using a DCF as a gain medium. A total of 110 flat lines with line spacing of 0.16 nm for the single pass structure due to the interaction between Brillouin Stokes and Raman Amplification were generated. Although double pass configuration generates Stokes lines with higher output power as around 4 dBm by reflecting the Stokes lines, which increases the reflectivity of the oscillating modes in the cavity, the OSNR of laser lines is severely deteriorated due to the DRS noise. For the single-pass BRFL, the OSNR values are uniform within the flat bandwidth.
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